Offshore & Shipbuilding Solutions
Access, Insulation & Coatings

For Rigs, Platforms,
Ships and Shipyards

Tight budgets. Critical deadlines. Demanding service
requirements. In a shipyard or an offshore environment, you
need an experienced and knowledgeable partner like Safway.
Let us combine our expertise in access, fireproofing, insulation
and coatings and work with you – THE SMART WAY – to
develop high-performance multiservice solutions that will
increase your project’s overall safety and productivity.

Safety – Our Core Value

At Safway, every job starts with
safety – because safety is our
number one value. We believe our
first and foremost responsibility
is protecting our workers, along
with anyone else working with and
around our products and services.
This is why we have received
numerous awards and recognition
for our safety performance,
including the EHS Today Award
for “America’s Safest Company.”

“We have worked with
Safway for many years in
other areas of the country,
(and we) trusted their
engineering and judgment
on this critical project.”
Martin Horgan,

Regional Manager,
Dunkin and Bush

Safway is also dedicated to
maintaining and continuously
improving our safety performance –
setting the standard in our industry.
We are the only company in the
industry with our own Training
University. In addition to our own
staff, we have trained over 40,000
customers, including Occupational
Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) employees. Task, site,
environmental, compliance and
best practice training is ongoing,
and Safway conducts training as
part of every new-hire orientation
as well. We also established 10
Life-Saving Rules and a STOP WORK
policy to ensure that every Safway

employee understands that they
have the authority to intervene
and stop work whenever they think
an unsafe condition may exist.
In short, Safway is committed to
evaluating the effectiveness of our
safety practices and continuing to
make improvements to keep our
employees and customers safe. It’s
in our name, and it’s our bottom line.

Access Without Excess
Safway’s approach to any access
project begins – The Smart Way
– with designated planners, who
provide hands-on direction based on
years of experience in the offshore
and shipbuilding industry. Together
with our team of licensed civil,
structural and mechanical engineers,
we design highly-efficient access
solutions with the safest and most
advanced products in the industry.
Supported by cutting-edge highdefinition laser scanning equipment
and state-of-the-art, 3-D ComputerAided Design (CAD) and structural
analysis software, we can engineer
an access and scaffold solution that
will provide a solid foundation for
your project’s safety and success.

Comprehensive
Insulation Solutions
With highly trained, skilled craftspeople
and over 20 years of experience, Safway
delivers high-performance insulation
solutions. In addition to a full range of
insulation options, our comprehensive
services include: metal sheeting; metal
siding and roofing, fireproofing and
customized insulation blankets.

High-Quality Coatings
Safway also specializes in the application
of high-quality coatings. Cultivated over
years and across countless projects
for some of the largest Fortune 500
companies, as well as numerous
independents, we service large capital
projects and implement long-term
coatings programs, with carefully defined
budgets, safety and quality targets. Our
coatings products and services include:
• Surface Preparation
• Spray and Trowel-on Fireproofing
• Tank Coatings and Linings
• Coating Programs
• Industrial Painting
• Lead Abatement
• Floor Coating Systems

Enhancing Productivity
Outstanding products and services,
however, are only part of what Safway
delivers. Our approach includes a
commitment to increasing productivity.
We examine every step in the process
and focus closely on how we can save
time and money to safely enhance
productivity at the lowest total cost. This
is why Safway is the industry leader in
pay-for-performance contracting across
North America.

Better Project Management
In addition, Safway provides
experienced, professional project
managers and field supervisors to
drive the schedule, and our exclusive
web-based management tool, the
Safway Tracking System (STS), gathers
the necessary information to provide
complete transparency. STS captures
data and generates up-to-the-minute
reports about your site’s equipment,

labor, inspections and productivity.
By using STS, we can stay on top
of key performance indicators
and can proactively manage
budgets, inventory and schedules
to maximize productivity.

Local Resources
With more branch locations
throughout North America, access to
the largest inventory in the industry
and locally-based crews, you can
be assured that you will have what
you need – when and where you
need it. From rental to delivery,
from assembly to disassembly, with
localized branch management and
expertise, and a single point of
contact, you can be assured of easy,
trouble-free access to equipment,
labor, management and other
resources throughout your project –
and fast emergency response for any
issues that may arise.

“The QuikDeck® system was exactly what Pennecon needed for
our project. The system allowed Pennecon to execute the work
below the main deck and pontoon areas concurrently without
impact to schedule or worry of dropped objects from above.”
Jerry Costello

Project Manager,
Pennecon Energy

Even in the offshore and
shipbuilding industry, no project
is out of our reach. The products
and services we offer include:
SafScan™ HD Laser Surveying
By delivering precise threedimensional (3D) images of existing
conditions at any offshore rig or
platform, SafScan improves accuracy,
productivity and safety.
Systems™ Scaffold
One of the most widely-used scaffold
products in the United States,
Systems Scaffold can be configured
to fit almost any type of structure.
QuikDeck® Suspended Access System
An easy-to-install modular platform,
QuikDeck® can be assembled from just
a few basic components, configured
to fit any shape or size, built in the
air or on the ground, leapfrogged
and relocated as work progresses.

Systems™ Scaffold

Personnel & Material Hoists
With lifting speeds ranging up
to 298‑feet per minute, Safway’s
hoists can transport as much as
8,000 pounds vertically. A variety of
configurations (including dual car
capability on one fixed mast) and
wide-opening gates ease the handling
of large, heavy objects.
Swing Stages
Highly adaptable and easy to use,
Swing Stages provide solutions for
many hard-to-reach spaces.

QuikDeck®

HAKI® Trusses & Protection Systems
Safway is the primary North American
supplier of HAKI trusses, designed to
span large areas, and HAKI weather
protection systems, which have
numerous applications in the offshore
and shipbuilding industry.

Suspended Swing Stages

HAKI®

With more than 95 locations in the U.S. and
Canada and a growing system of distributors
worldwide, Safway Group companies deliver
efficient, high-performance multiservice solutions
– The Smart Way – by offering experience and
expertise in access, scaffolding, insulation,
fireproofing, surface preparation and coatings.
Safway has been an industry leader since 1936.

Safway Group Holding LLC
N19 W24200 Riverwood Drive
Waukesha, WI 53188
Toll free: (800) 558-4772
Telephone: (262) 523-6500
For a list of branch locations in the
United States and Canada, visit our
website at www.safwaygroup.com.
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